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Sunday the 8th day of May 2022 at 11.15 am

MEETING FOR THE ELECTION OF CHURCHWARDENS
AGENDA

 1. Opening Prayers

 2. Statement of Electoral Roll

 3. Election of Churchwardens

ANNUAL PAROCHIAL CHURCH MEETING
AGENDA

 1. Record of those present and apologies for absence

 2. Minutes of the meetings held on 18th April and 12th September 2021.

 3. Matters Arising

 4. Reports
 a) The Annual Report and Financial Statements of the PCC
 b) Annual Fabric Report
 c) Deanery Synod Report
 d) Secretary’s Report
 e) Electoral Roll Report
 f) Chairman’s Report
 g) Treasurer’s Report
 h) Administration Informal Working Group Report
 i) Spiritual Leadership Informal Working Group Report
 j) Outreach and Growth Informal Working Group Report
 k) Sunday School Report
 l) Youth Group Report
 m)Open the Book Report
 n) Choir Report
 o) Ringers Report

 5. Election of representatives to the Parochial Church Council

 6. Appointment of Deputy Churchwardens

 7. Appointment of Independent Examiner

 8. Any Other Business – given to the secretary before the meeting.

 9. Closing Prayers

There will be a brief meeting of the PCC immediately after this meeting to fix dates, elect officers, etc.
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MINUTES OF THE ANNUAL MEETING OF PARISHIONERS
AND ANNUAL PAROCHIAL CHURCH MEETING

held in St. Chad’s Church, Pattingham
on Sunday 18th April 2021

ANNUAL MEETING OF PARISHIONERS

 1. Opening Prayers
The meeting, chaired by the Vicar, the Revd Preb Maureen Hobbs, opened with prayers at 
11.21 am. A record of those attending and apologies for absence was completed. 26 
parishioners were in attendance and apologies were received from 4 parishioners.

 2. Statement of Electoral Roll
There are currently 136 residents and 33 non-residents on the roll, a total of 169. The Vicar 
thanked Michelle Pass, the Electoral Roll Officer and Parish Administrator, for her work in 
preparing the roll.

 3. Election of Churchwardens
Nominations had been received before the meeting for Clive Pendrell and Dorothy Steel. 
There were no other nominations and they were declared elected.

ANNUAL PAROCHIAL CHURCH MEETING

 1. Minutes of the meeting held on 11th October 2020.
The minutes of the annual meeting held on 11th October 2020 were agreed and signed as a 
true record. 

 2. Matters Arising
There were no matters arising.

 3. Reports
The Vicar said that due to the late receipt of information from the diocese it had not yet been
possible to complete the accounts and therefore the Annual Report and Financial Statements
are not ready. An Annual Report without the financial information and a separate Financila 
Review had been prepared in the meantime. The treasurer, Clive Pendrell, said that he hopes
that the approved and independently examined Report and Accounts will be ready in about a
month. They will then be made available in the usual way and a further meeting held to 
receive them.
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The following written reports were received:
a) The Annual Report of the PCC;
b) Financial Review for 2020 by Clive Pendrell
c) The Annual Fabric Report by Dave Challinor and Iain Coleman;
d) Deanery Synod Report by Gordon Bramall, Geoffrey Dann, Dorothy Steel and Maureen 

Hobbs;
e) Secretary’s Report by Geoffrey Dann;
f) Electoral Roll Report by Michelle Pass;
g) Vicar’s Report by Maureen Hobbs;
h) Sunday School / Young Church / Holiday Club / Open the Book Report by Anna Davies

and Alison Colin-Stokes;
i) Youth Group Report by Barbara Tritton;
j) Choir Report by Greg Lewin;
k) Ringers Report by Geoffrey Dann.

The Vicar expressed thanks to everybody for their efforts in the last year, and throughout her
time here.

 4. Election of representatives to the Parochial Church Council
There were four vacancies until the APCM in 2024, two vacancies until the APCM in 2023 
and one vacancy until the APCM in 2022. Carol Broxton and Philip Sims were proposed 
and seconded. There were no other nominations.
Carol Broxton and Philip Sims were declared elected until the APCM in 2024 and the 
other vacancies were not filled.

 5. Appointment of Deputy Churchwardens
Mr Jeremy Riches (administration of churchyard) was re-appointed.
Henry Ibberson and Philip Sims were both appointed.

 6. Appointment of Independent Examiner
It was agreed unanimously that Muras Baker Jones LLP continue to be our independent 
examiners.

 7. Any Other Business
a) Brass flower container for the lectern

Jill Parker said that the brass flower container which is fixed on the front of the lectern 
for festivals is missing. She asked if anyone knew where it was. It was suggested that it 
might be worth putting something in ChadNet.

b) Vote of thanks
Chrissie Ringrose proposed a vote of thanks to Maureen Hobbs for all that she has done 
in her time here as this is her last Annual Meeting before her retirement. This was passed
by acclamation.

c) Response to the pandemic
Clive Pendrell referred to the online services which had been provided in response to the
pandemic and said that this parish had done much more than some. He expressed thanks 
to all involved but particularly Maureen Hobbs and Mike Richards. Others echoed those 
comments.
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d) The forthcoming interregnum
In answer to questions about the process for appointing a new incumbent the Vicar 
explained that there is a process called Shaping for Mission which the Diocese and the 
Deanery are going through. No decision will be taken by the diocese about our vacancy 
until that process is further advanced. Dorothy Steel, who is our representative on the 
Deanery Shaping for Mission Team, said that every vacant post is reviewed and that the 
PCC is working hard to put our vision forward. She said that she is happy to answer any 
questions people may have.

 8. Closing Prayers
The meeting closed with prayers at 11.58 am.
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MINUTES OF THE 
RESUMED ANNUAL PAROCHIAL CHURCH MEETING

held in St. Chad’s Church, Pattingham
on Sunday 12th September 2021

 1. Record of those attending and apologies
The meeting, chaired by the Vice Chair of the PCC, Philip Sims, was opened at 7.37 pm. A 
record of those attending and apologies for absence was completed. The meeting was being 
held to deal with the business which could not be transacted at the APCM as the Annual 
Report and Financial Statements were not then available

 2. The Annual Report and Financial Statements of the PCC
There had been a delay in the preparation of this report as some information which was 
required was received late. It had now been examined by the Independent Examiner and had
been approved by the PCC and had been available on the church website and at the back of 
the church for 3 weeks.

It was proposed by Gena Richards and seconded by Carol Broxton and agreed 
unanimously that the Annual Report and Financial Statements be received.

 3. Closing Prayers
The meeting closed with the grace at 7.39 pm.
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St Chad’s Church Pattingham Fabric report 2021

Fabric Committee
The Fabric Committee has formal oversight of fabric issues and reports to the PCC via one of the 
churchwardens and/or a member of the PCC. The committee is chaired by D. Challinor, 
membership is M. Coope, M. Richards, J. Riches (Graveyard Matters), C. M. Ringrose, C. Pendrell,
& I. Coleman. Any members of the Standing Committee may attend. The committee met on one 
occasion in the course of the year but as a consequence of the continued restrictions occasioned by 
the Covid-19 pandemic, communicated as required by email. As in any year, the work of this 
committee is a constant activity so this approach allows us to maintain a relatively timely response. 
As ever, the fabric of the church is monitored on a rolling basis by members of the fabric 
committee. 

Adam and Eve window corner
Dialogue with the DAC has continued through the year, particularly with concern of the tiling on 
the floor and the design of the cupboards to ensure that all accords with the remainder of the fabric 
of the building. A faculty for the work was granted in December and the work is due to start soon.

West Door
The intent remains to re-order the west door such that it can become a more regular point of access 
(e.g. weddings and funerals). The door to be repaired and treated and the existing wooden screen 
and curtains to be replaced with internal glass doors to (hopefully) draught proof the door and also 
allow far more light in that part of the church. As part of the DAC’s iterative process, 
documentation has been submitted with the intent of a full Faculty submission.

North Aisle
Fabric committee, having been directed to consider further the potential re-ordering of the North 
Aisle, held a discussion to provide some thoughts to inform further, future planning. In attempting 
to assist the PCC to progress on this project it made the following points.

 It is important to bear in mind the extent of our ambition with regard to a potential re-
ordering. For example, how much floor area do we wish to see developed within the existing
constraints. Are additional toilet and kitchen facilities envisaged? What uses might the area 
be put to beyond a social space? 

The fabric committee considered the potential of a stepped process that would allow development 
as needed and funding dictated. The following might be reasonably achieved:-

 Remove all pews from the north aisles (in response to the argument that on occasion the area
is used it should be noted that it is feasible to place sufficient chairs to match and probably 
exceed current seating available.)

 Lay a wooden floor 
 Extend the present heating
 If additional space is required beyond that achieved by removing pews the choir vestry 

could be considered. The suggestion was made that the east facing wooden panels of the 
vestry might be converted into “concertina” or folding doors that could be open to create 
space and closed when required for use as the choir vestry. It was noted in passing that it 
might be favourable if use of the vestry for storage was avoided.

 Re-ordering of the kitchen to seal off the existing serving hatch and move it to face into the 
north aisle area. Apart from creating a more appropriate serving point this would remove a 
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potential safety hazard with the existing position involving serving of hot beverages in a 
narrow aisle area.

It is important to reiterate that these are simply ideas for examination and debate

Electrical/lighting
Wiring. The outside or porch lights at the South side (front as the village sees it) did not work due 
to a faulty cable that runs from under the wooden flooring by the Adam and Eve window to the 
switches just inside the main door. Mike Richards did considerable work in establishing where the 
fault lies, and investigating cable runs Faulty cable was replaced by Triplec Ltd. 

It has been suggested that we should consider a complete rewire of the older wiring in the Church 
(mainly power cables), but we consider that this should not be pursued until we know exactly what 
will happen with the West Door and the North Aisle, otherwise we could fit new cables which will 
then have to be moved. The Fabric committee propose that this should only be considered in 
conjunction with these projects.

4 LED lamps failed, one in each of the fittings at the back of Church. It is proposed that we 
electrical contractors to quote for supplying and fitting new lamps in all these fittings, 16 lamps in 
total. They can do this when they come to investigate the cable works prior to quoting.

Chandelier (Lady Chapel)
The Lady Chapel chandelier was taken down as part of the plan to replace the suspension rope and 
obtain an inspection certificate for it, as required by our insurers. This had been “on hold” as it was 
considered expensive. A number of options were considered which included converting it  to take 
LED lamps, taking it down permanently, hanging it by a fixed chain (which would mean that it 
would not be possible to clean it or light the candles) or reinstate it as it was with a new rope. The 
PCC decided that it should be reinstated as it was with a new rope, which was the option favoured 
by the Fabric Committee. That work has not yet been done.

Font cover
Eurocrane – completed safety check on font cover raising pulley system. (Required for church 
insurance)

Churchyard
Morfe Valley continue to maintain the churchyard and also monitor churchyard trees. This year 
some work was identified. As members may know all our trees are numbered and the following 
works were carried out during the year at a cost of £2195.

1.    T1 and T2. Rowans. Remove deadwood.

2.    T20 and T21. Irish Yews. Remove ivy and trim back to give clear access to the bench.

3.    T26. Silver Maple. Fell. Remove deadwood.

4.    T29. Wild Cherry. Remove deadwood.

5.    T36 to T42 inclusive. Limes. Remove deadwood.

6.    T45. Atlas Cedar. Crown lift to 3m.
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General Maintenance
Following water being seen dripping in the south aisle (January), Allied Technical Services were 
invited to investigate and carry out repairs as necessary. They reported that the roof tiles etc. were 
generally intact, however there was a mortar abutment flashing with clear voids on the tiles and to 
the underside of the coping. They removed the existing mortar and reformed a mortar flashing with 
Lime:sand mortar mix. Subsequently, no further entry of water has been seen. Then in November, 
leaks in the South aisle roof which became apparent when we had the heavy rain a few Sundays ago
have been fixed by Allied Technical Services. They were caused by displaced flashing, gutter 
blockage due to a bird's nest and leaking seals on the stainless steel panels.

A loose tile was noted on the lych gate roof which was likely to slide off and so could be a danger 
to passers by. Remedied with immediate effect by Steve Greenway who kindly made no charge. 

Occasionally, the tap in the downstairs toilet has been left running. It is suggested that an automatic 
“shut off” should be added, this would be a useful contribution towards creating a more “Eco-
church”. As a secondary point, the lack of a hot water supply was raised. Quotation to be obtained 
and both items of work to be completed.

Annual Maintenance
Routine maintenance/inspection was completed on the clock, carillon, lightning conductor, fire 
extinguishers. Gas Boilers received annual service (Safety Certificate lodged in the Vicar’s vestry). 
The organ was serviced in December.

Future work
April 21st 2022 the Quinquennial Inspection will take place.
Completion of Adam and Eve window anticipated.
The lighting in the Lady Chapel needs to be improved. Arrangements are being made for electrical 
contractors to attend to replace some of the halogen bulbs, at that time we will obtain a quote for 
more lights. The status of the emergency lighting batteries to be checked.

David Challinor and Iain Coleman

2021
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THE PARISH OF PATTINGHAM WITH PATSHULL
REPORT TO THE ANNUAL PAROCHIAL CHURCH MEETING 2022

ON THE PROCEEDINGS OF THE DEANERY SYNOD

The Deanery Synod consists of the clergy in the deanery and lay representatives from each parish. 
There have been three meetings of the Deanery Synod since the APCM in April 2021.

July 2021
This main business of this meeting was a talk by Jonathan Hill, Diocesan Director of Finance, on 
proposals for changes to the way in which parish contributions to the diocese are calculated. The  
meeting was held by Zoom and PCC Treasurers and others were invited to attend.

Jonathan Hill explained that prior to Covid the diocese was asking for a total of between £12m and 
£12.5m from parishes and was receiving about £10m to £11m. During Covid the collection rate fell 
and arrears increased. The diocese hope that by reducing the amount asked for the collection rate 
will increase and the total amount received will remain about the same, The formula for calculating 
each parish’s share will also be changed by replacing property categories with indices of multiple 
deprivation and by changing the extent to which more affluent parishes provide mutual support to 
less affluent parishes. He explained that these are proposals by the Diocesan Board of Finance and 
are due to be considered by Diocesan Synod later in the year.

There was a report on the progress of the Shaping for Mission work which was continuing.

October 2021
This was the first “in person” meeting since February 2020 and was held at St. Peter’s Church, 
Kinver. It began with outdoor prayer and worship led by Rev. Richard Clarkson, who is Vicar at 
Kinver and also one of the leads on Environmental matters for the Diocese. There then followed a 
period of meditation and reflection – discussing in small groups /pairs our relationship with the 
environment. After the open-air worship the meeting moved inside the church and the following 
matters were discussed:
    • The importance of celebrating God’s creation in a variety of ways, promoting the care of the 
environment and whole church participation (PCCs and congregation) in this work which can 
include working towards Eco-Church Awards
    • The Church at Perton have just received their Silver Eco-Church Award and were congratulated
    • A member of the Deanery Synod who also sits on the General Synod urged PCC’s to actively 
discuss and understand the position on relationships – ‘Living in Faith and Love’ which includes 
same sex relationships
    • The Rural Dean reported the Shaping for Mission is reaching a conclusion for our Deanery 
Vision.

February 2022
This meeting was held at St Bart’s Church, Penn. The speaker was the Bishop of Lichfield who 
spoke about Shaping for Mission in the diocese. 

He said that Shaping for Mission is a significant step on our journey together. We knew we needed 
something like SFM for several years before the pandemic, however Covid brought a new urgency. 
SFM is not a new journey or a new direction. Our direction of travel has remained the same; the 
sense that we are broadly facing the same direction however we present locally. We are on a 
pilgrimage together: “Come follow Christ in the footsteps of St. Chad”. Out of that statement come 
the three priorities you will be familiar with: discipleship, vocation and evangelism. SFM is the next
step in the journey with resources in the right place and a sense of mission joined up in the right 
way.
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The Rural Dean shared an update and summary on the work of the Deanery Shaping for Mission 
Team. She said that the official work of the team has ended as we move into phase 3 where the 
senior staff work of the diocese with members of the SFM team to shape where we are going. The 
synod agreed that the Shaping for Mission Team should continue as a Mission Enabling Team and 
the members were commissioned in prayer by the bishop.

The purpose of the Mission Enabling Team is to facilitate the deepening of collaborative support for
each parish/benefice/team as they join in God’s mission in their specific locations across Trysull 
Deanery, being open to all areas of mission, but with a recognised core priority for children/youth/ 
family projects.

Our Deanery Synod Representatives are Gordon Bramall, Geoffrey Dann and Dorothy Steel, any of 
whom will be happy to answer any questions about the work of the synod. Dorothy Steel, who was 
on the Shaping for Mission Team, is on the Mission Enabling Team.
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PATTINGHAM AND PATSHULL PAROCHIAL CHURCH COUNCIL
SECRETARY’S REPORT TO

THE ANNUAL PAROCHIAL CHURCH MEETING 2022

Immediately after the APCM in 2021 the PCC consisted of 12 members – the Vicar, the 2 Churchwardens, 3 
representatives to the Deanery Synod and 6 other elected members. One of the churchwardens would 
cease to hold office when her successor, who was already a representative to the Deanery Synod, was 
admitted to office. There were 5 vacancies for elected PCC members.

Gena Richards, the outgoing churchwarden, ceased to be a member on 29 th June when Dorothy Steel was 
admitted as Churchwarden. Maureen Hobbs, the Vicar, ceased to be a member on 7 th July when she retired,
although from 31st May she had been on leave after her last service and had not participated in the PCC. 
There were then a total of 10 members and there have been no further changes to membership.

The PCC met on 16 occasions between the APCMs in 2021 and 2022. Other than the brief meeting which 
was held immediately after the APCM the meetings before the end of July were held remotely by video 
conference. Meetings in person resumed from August and have continued since then. Over the year there 
were a total of 5 meetings held remotely and 11 in person meetings. The average attendance at the 
meetings was 81%. There were also committee and working group meetings some of which were held 
remotely and some in person.

Clive Pendrell and Dorothy Steel come to the end of their annual terms of office as Churchwardens. They 
are both eligible for re-election have both indicated that they are prepared to continue.

Henry Ibberson, Clive Pendrell and Ken Scott come to the end of their terms of office as elected members 
of the PCC this year. Henry and Ken have both indicated that they are prepared to continue but only for 
one more year. Clive will continue to be a member if he is re-elected as Churchwarden. There are other 
vacancies for elected members.

The members of the PCC who continue in office are:
Gordon Bramall Deanery Synod Representatives until 2023
Geoffrey Dann Deanery Synod Representatives until 2023
Dorothy Steel Deanery Synod Representatives until 2023
Anthony Ainsworth Elected member until 2023
Alan Smith Elected member until 2023
Carol Broxton Elected member until 2024
Philip Sims Elected member until 2024

The positions to be filled at this year’s meeting are therefore:
 2 Churchwardens until 2023
 2 Elected PCC members until 2023
 2 Elected PCC members until 2024
 4 Elected PCC members until 2024

Geoffrey Dann
Hon Secretary to the PCC
3rd May 2022
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Annual Parochial Church Meeting
Electoral Roll Report April 2022

Applications were invited for a revision of the Electoral Roll on 01.04.2022
and the new roll was published on 19.04.2022 

The 2022 Electoral Roll for the Parish of Pattingham with Patshull
is made up as follows: -

Currently there are 168 people on the electoral roll register. 134 are resident 
and 34 are non resident.

Since the last annual meeting:

4 people have been added as residents

2 people have died 

5 people have been removed

1 person has has moved from non resident to resident.

1 person has moved away but continues to be non resident. There are no 
other changes.

Michelle Pass
Electoral Roll Officer

Date: 20.04.2022
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                         CHAIRMAN’S REPORT – APCM 2022

It has been my privilege to take on the role of PCC Chairman since the retirement of Rev. Preb. 
Maureen Hobbs in June 2021.

It is not unusual for parishes to go into decline during a period of interregnum, but I think that is 
something which can hardly be levelled against our own parish due to the determination and 
commitment of our Church Officers, our PCC and so many others who give so freely of their time 
and talents. Whilst we had been given significant notice of Maureen’s retirement, we had not 
counted on the impact which the Covid-19 pandemic would have on our Church and our 
Community. This was unprecedented, there was no blueprint to fall back on, no established 
practice to dust off and adopt and therefore we were largely left to our own devices. Yes, there 
were official Church of England guidelines but, whilst being cautious, the PCC was reluctant to 
adopt them in full for fear of never having a Church to return to!

It has been heartening to see our congregations recover during this year and we have been 
blessed with any number of visiting Clergy from the deanery, such that we have been able to 
maintain a programme of Sunday morning worship, including Holy Communion, throughout. As a 
Church, we have been able to thrive on the variety which this has produced, underpinned by the 
regular leadership of Rev. James Makepeace who is always such a joy to welcome to St. Chad’s. In 
addition, we have been fortunate to maintain lay led evening services on two Sundays each 
month, due to the commitment of Ken Scott and Iain Coleman. How much richer as a congregation
are we to have them amongst us?

Prior to Maureen’s departure, the PCC organised itself into three informal working groups. This 
enabled us to cover those vital areas of administration, our spiritual activities and our outreach 
and growth responsibilities and aspirations. This structure has sustained us organisationally and 
provides a platform for further growth. We are also indebted to the dedication of our Wardens, 
Dorothy Steel and Clive Pendrell, who have become the face of our Church and yet also do so 
much behind the scenes which none of us are ever aware of. We owe them a huge debt of 
gratitude.

We obviously look forward to the time when we can appoint a new Vicar and that remains one of 
the responsibilities of the PCC. One of the initiatives which we have been caught up in is the 
Deanery “Shaping for Mission” exercise led by the Rural Dean and indeed involves all Churches in 
our deanery. This is part of a wider review of the structure of parish ministry which is, of course, of
particular relevance to our Parish as we navigate the interregnum. In this we have been 
represented by Dorothy and this has inevitably placed an increased burden on her at a time when 
she is already stretched. As we come towards the end of that process however, we hope it will 
lead to greater clarity around our own structure and ability to recruit a new incumbent.

One of the hallmarks of St. Chad’s is the number of highly committed individuals who constantly 
reveal a range of incredibly developed skills which we, as a Church, have come to rely upon. I am 
resisting the urge to name them because I know that I will miss someone out and that would be 
unforgivable. You all know who you are and whilst saying “thank you” is so inadequate, I say it in 
all sincerity and humility because I am constantly amazed at the richness of the contribution made 
by so many members of our congregation and so often.
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In summary, we are in a good place, richly blessed in this small part of God’s kingdom, and it is the 
responsibility of us all to give thanks to God and continue to develop our Church further in the 
community which we are all so fortunate to be a part of.

Philip Sims
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Treasurer’s Report to the Annual Parochial Church Meeting 2022

The PCC’s finances for 2021 show a surplus of just above ten thousand pounds, on day-to-
day  activities  of  the  church.  We  also  benefited  from  a  further  eight  thousand  pounds
endowment  interest  (that  has  restricted  use)  that contributed  to  the  improvement  of
eighteen thousand in the overall financial position from £364,372 in 2020 to £383,408 as of
December 31st, 2021.

I would like to particularly thank the Church Estate Trust for grants that largely covered the
maintenance costs of our historic building and the Congregation for the voluntary giving
that was a major contributor to the running costs of the church.

We are in a very strong financial position going forward to meet the challenges of 2022 and
the PCC’s aims for the future of the St Chad’s Church in the community of Pattingham and
Patshull. 

Tony Ainsworth
PCC Treasurer
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Administration-IWG Report
Report to the 2022 Annual Meeting

The group developed an Action Plan to embrace the period of Interregnum with a positive 
attitude, seeking out new opportunities to review practice and be open to change. 

Key Actions:

 Establish a list of the pool of Clergy from which we may draw support to take services 
during the Interregnum

 Identify key tasks to allocate to each Church Warden to be responsible for during the 
Interregnum 

 Continue to work with Fabric Committee to ensure ongoing maintenance and Health and 
Safety matters are addressed 

 Make contact with the Rural Dean (Julia Cody) to introduce ourselves and to enable 
Pattingham to be more proactive in deanery matters

 Ensure a priority is to engage with our congregation and parishioners – establish a 
‘Welcome to all’ approach

 Ensure the Vicarage is kept safe when Vicar Maureen moves out; be ready to receive 
enquiries for weddings, funerals and baptism requests; appoint a new Verger;

 Work with the PCC and each IWG to ensure there is an ongoing face to face presence (as 
Covid-19 restrictions allow) to ensure dialogue (without repetition or bombarding people 
with detail) with congregation to allay fears about change and to explain our joy in being 
part of Christ’s work in Pattingham.

Review of Progress against Action Plan

Action Responsibility Date Completed
 Work with Maureen and Spiritual 

Leadership IWG to ensure there is a list 
of the pool of Clergy from which we 
may draw support to take services 
during the interregnum

Admin IWG May 2021

 Identify key tasks to allocate to each 
Church Warden to be responsible for 
during the interregnum 

Clive, Gena, 
Dorothy, 
(Maureen to 
advise)

May 2021

 Continue to work with Fabric 
Committee to ensure ongoing 
maintenance and Health and Safety 
matters are addressed 

Clive From April 2021 - 
ongoing

 Make contact with Deanery  - Julia Cody 
to introduce Church Wardens / contact 
details etc

 Dorothy, 
Clive

May 2021 - ongoing
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 Plan a communication strategy to 
engage with our congregation and 
parishioners – ‘Welcome’ approach

Admin IWG May 2021 - ongoing

 As a matter of urgency plan how to 
cover the vicarage telephone; post 
arrangements; wedding, funeral and 
baptism requests, and when Verger 
responsibilities will need covering (is 
there any flexibility in appointing a new 
Verger)

Clive, Dorothy
and all A-IWG 
members

June 2021

 Work with the PCC and each IWG to 
ensure there is an ongoing face to face 
presence (as Covid-19 restrictions allow)
to ensure dialogue (without repetition 
or bombarding people with detail) with 
congregation to allay fears about 
change and to explain our joy in being 
part of Christ’s work in Pattingham

Admin IWG April 2021 - ongoing

Clive Pendrell
Dorothy Steel
Churchwardens and Co-Chairs of Admin-IWG
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Outreach & Growth IWG
Report to APCM 8th May 2022

Since early 2021, when the new PCC structure was implemented, the O & G IWG has been working on ways
better to involve the whole community in the affairs of St Chad’s, moreover to seek to ensure that Church is
responding to the needs and requirements of the community. It was clearly recognised that, sadly, for a 
large percentage of the local population, St Chads seems to be an irrelevance, particularly for the younger 
generations and those with growing families and whilst it would be missed if not there, unless steps were 
taken to rectify this, there is a risk that the Church would struggle to survive for future generations.

Following detailed soundings, a survey was undertaken in May 2021 via St Chad’s School which reached 
over 150 families, the results from which were analysed, and the key conclusions were the need to:

 Start the ball rolling on how we may provide/support a Youth/Community Worker
 Actively look for ways to restart social support for older people in the village, eg new leaders for 

WFL, possibly a Tea Club, Thursday Club/ Over 50’s Club
 Seek ways to provide specific support for sufferers of eg cancer, dementia, Parkinsons, other 

isolating illnesses
 Assemble and support a team, based on the new volunteers to run eg film nights, discos, music 

events likely to appeal to younger audiences

All of these are now being addressed and significant progress has been made, importantly in regard to the 
plans for a Youth/Community Worker. The PCC as a whole and the O & G Group in particular, are planning 
new events for the village and are actively in involved in both the Jubilee Celebrations and happily once 
again the Church Fete, and are heavily involved in detailed discussions about how best we may ensure that 
St Chad’s responds to the changing needs and aspirations of our village in the 21 st Century.

This is necessarily only a brief summary for the purposes of the APCM and more details of our ongoing 
work can be obtained from the members below.

For O & G IWG
Henry Ibberson Tony Ainsworth Alan Smith Philip Sims

3rd May 2022
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Report of the Spiritual Leadership IWG for the APCM on the 8th May 2022

Following the departure of the Vicar in June 2021 we established a revised schedule of services 
which was thought to be manageable within the constraints of the lay members of the 
congregation and the local clergy.

We have provided a service of worship every Sunday at 10.00am which includes Holy Communion 
in some form. A shortened version of Communion was created for use after Family and Youth 
services.

A lay led evening service has been provided on two Sundays a month. These have been done by 
Ken Scott and Iain Coleman. They alternate between Evensong and Iona services.

Funerals, baptisms and weddings have been carried out by visiting clergy.

Regular midweek Communion services have been sustained thanks to the good offices of the 
Revd. James Makepeace.

The Parish Profile has been prepared ready for advertising the vacancy and discussions have been 
ongoing with the Archdeacon and Rural Dean about the possible nature of the post. We have also 
had discussions with adjacent parishes about the vacancy and these are ongoing.

Worship in church has returned gradually to more of a pre-covid nature and by the end of the year
all restrictions had been lifted apart from use of the common cup at Communion. The use of 
intinction of wafers has been introduced instead.

Live streaming of services ceased as it was felt that it was important to get people back into the 
physical worshipping community of the church.  This has led to a steady increase in attendance at 
most services with numbers nearly back to pre-covid levels.

Following the Russian invasion of Ukraine a regular week night 15 minute prayer service at 6.00pm
has taken place and this has been well supported.
As a church we are greatly indebted to all the visiting clergy who have come to assist at 
communion and also to all the members of the congregation who regularly lead worship both at 
family and youth services. 

10 months of this church year has been spent in interregnum and we have been able to maintain 
and in some cases advance the worship of the church community. While it has not been possible 
to sustain every service as some would wish St. Chad’s has continued as a place of welcome to all 
who wish to come and participate in our worship of God. 

Ken Scott. (Chair)
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Sunday   School Report for Annual Meeting 2022  

Sunday School has now changed to the 2nd Sunday of the month

Anna continues to run Sunday School and would like to offer her thanks to Paul Davies
for his assistance. 

In April and May 2020 Sunday school did a few lesson online for people to join in and 
do the activities.  

Sunday School only started meeting face to face again in the loft since September 
2021 due to the recent pandemic. Numbers have fallen considerably.  

Anna will continue to promote Sunday School through social media and the local 
school. 

The themes covered follow the lectionary and the guidance in the ‘Roots’ resource. 

Anna Davies 
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Youth Group - Annual Report for APCM in May 2022

After many months of on-line services in 2021, it was wonderful to be able to have our 
services in church once again from October, and not have to socially distance and wear 
face masks.  Production of the services is a real team effort and I thank everyone for their 
input.

It has made a great difference holding the service on a Sunday morning.  The 
congregation is very supportive, and the fact that everyone can mingle over coffee before 
the Communion Service means that the young people are getting to know other 
worshippers, and we can all encourage each other.

Our numbers have increased, and we are delighted to see the band growing, with 
musicians of all ages and abilities taking part.  Are there any more people who would like 
to come and join in?  If so, please speak to Greg.

Thank you to all the people who have given us their “Pause for thought”.  We have greatly 
enjoyed their contributions.

We are still a relatively small group – five families in all – so do please spread the word to 
any other young people you know.

We look forward to seeing you all at our next service on May 15th.

Barbara Tritton
27th April 2022
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Open The Book Report – 2022

Open the Book is a nationwide initiative run through The Bible Society with the aim of bringing  Bible 
stories alive to primary school age children. We have run Open the Book now for many years with two 
teams acting out and delivering stories from the Bible during assembly/ worship time to St. Chad’s School 
children every other Monday during term time. During the pandemic,  the teams were unable to actually go
into school but instead they have met outside or inside with the appropriate numbers present (depending 
on the ‘Covid rules’ at the time) and filmed the stories which were then screened in classroom ‘bubbles’. 
Open the Book has therefore continued throughout the last two years of restrictions and it is testament to 
the wonderful technological skills of Graham Tritton, the organisational skills of Chrissie Ringrose and the 
forward-thinking, innovative nature of the team that this has actually happened. 

The children always really enjoyed Open the Book coming into school and we are delighted that the team 
will actually be able to go ‘live’ into school in May for the first time in over two years.  Everyone is very 
much looking forward to it. My thanks go to the volunteers who give up their time so willingly for the 
children in our village and community – Janet Brock, Dave Challinor, Iain Coleman, Henry Ibberson, Gladys 
Jones, Dave Morgans, Colin Ringrose, Chrissie Ringrose, Frank Steel, Barbara Tritton and Graham Tritton.

If anyone else feels they would like to join the team I’d be most grateful to hear from you.

Alison Colin-Stokes    
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Choir Report to the 2022 APCM

We resumed singing after the lockdown with most of our pre-covid singers. It is wonderful to be 
able to sing again!

During the year we have lost two of our members – Noel, who passed away recently, and Gladys, 
who has retired due to failing hearing. We thank both of them for their service over many years.

We are pleased to have been joined by Mike and Keith who have made a welcome addition to the 
bass department.

As a choir we lead the congregational singing and usually provide a Communion Anthem. We also 
sing special music at Christmas and Easter.

We would be delighted to receive new members so if you would like to join us please have a word 
with me.

Greg Lewin
Director of Music and Organist
May 2022
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Report to the 2022 Annual Parochial Meeting on behalf of
the Bellringers of St Chad’s Church, Pattingham

Ringing at Pattingham resumed in May 2021 after it had been suspended in March 2020 due to the 
pandemic. Although there were some towers which managed to resume ringing during 2020 by 
using members of the same household – or having members of two households socially distanced – 
that was not possible here. In May the restrictions were relaxed enough for us to resume ringing 
although we had to wear face coverings and limit the number of people in the tower. Gradually the 
restrictions have been relaxed so that we are now much closer to normal, although we are still 
taking care as it is clear that Covid has not yet gone away.

In March 2020 we had 10 ringers. Since then we have lost two members and now have only 8 
ringers.

Rex Edwards, who has been a member of the band for over 30 years left in August 2021. He lives in
Albrighton and decided that at the age of 80 it was time to step back from the regular commitment 
to ring here three times a week. He continues to come and ring with us from time to time. We are 

Norman Bramall died in December 2021. He has been a faithful member of the band since 1962, 
when he learnt to ring with his new wife Janet. His support for ringing in Pattingham over that time 
has been immense and he has been a friend to all the ringers. We miss him greatly. His funeral was 
held on 21st December when the bells were rung half muffled before the service.

We practice on Monday evenings – although not every Monday as there are often not enough 
ringers available to make it worth while – and try to ring for services on Sundays and also for 
services on days such as Ash Wednesday, Ascension Day and Good Friday.

Although we have eight ringers to ring eight bells we often struggle to get enough ringers to ring for
services and practices due to the work and other commitments which individuals have. From May 
to December 2021 we rang at 31 services (out of 45 for which we would normally ring) and in the 
first four months of 2022 we rang for 23 services out of 26. We rang for two weddings in 2021 (and
one so far in 2022).

We are not able to train new ringers at the moment but we will need to recruit and train new ringers 
when we can if regular ringing is to continue. Anyone who wants to find out more about ringing is 
welcome to contact a member of the band.

There is a wealth of information about bellringing at Pattingham and generally on the Pattingham 
Ringers website at www.pattingham-ringers.org.uk

Geoffrey Dann
Ringing Master
May 2022
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